
BUILDING THE RIGHT NETWORK:

COAXFIBER

More expensive than other options. 
Can be prohibitive for

businesses that do not need 
high-speed synchronous transfers.

FIBER COAX

Fiber-optic networking o�ers the fastest speeds 
possible (up to 10 Gbps for both download and 

upload). Businesses can move large data
throughput securely and reliably thanks to the

environmental protection and long-range speeds 
possible with fiber cable.

Coaxial cable provides reliable, high-speed
networking using the ubiquitous and trusted

infrastructure of copper core cabling.
A�ordable and easy to implement, coax provides 

fast downloads and large data capacity
to support typical networking needs.

ADVANTAGES

Moving big data:
Large capacity and fast speeds

support the highest volume data
networking needs.

Synchronous transfer makes
uploads as fast as downloads. Key 
for cloud applications, multimedia,

and real-time transactions.

Scalable costs. Purchase bandwidth 
incrementally and choose speeds 

from 10 Mbps to 10 Gbps.

Data moves at the speed of light 
without slowing down over

long distances.

Uptime guarantee with service level 
agreements (SLAs), which provide 

peace of mind and quantify
network reliability.

Uploads slower than downloads 
with asynchronous transfer, which 

limits certain functions.

Higher installation costs and longer 
deployment times possible when 

not pre-existing.

Data transfers may slow down over 
long distances.

Uptime is not guaranteed
by an SLA.

Fast speeds of up to 200 Mbps 
download, as well as 7 Mbps upload
speed. Significantly faster than DSL.

Reliable performance:
Insulation and shielding minimize 

e�ects of interference and distance.

Very a�ordable. Costs much less 
than T1 or fiber.

Fast and inexpensive set-up since 
coax is already in many locations.

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES
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The sturdy and high-speed networking provided 

by coax solutions o�ers high throughput and

reliably fast speeds su�cient for most

organizations, most of the time. With notably 

lower costs than fiber or T1 networks, coax

certainly delivers the greatest value.

Organizations with typical networking needs can 

get all they need from coax, including fast

downloads of large amounts of data.

Fiber powers the fastest networks and o�ers the 

crucial benefit of mega-fast uploads.

Businesses should examine current and future 

networking needs to determine if the costs of 

fiber are justified. Scalable costs,

guaranteed uptime, and the ability to power 

cloud-based and real-time applications make 

fiber increasingly attractive to

more businesses.

FIBER COAX

SOURCE: https://sb.spectrum.com/mediacontent/pdfs/sb-wp-fiber-or-coax.pdf




